


23
n- xx

#er: Vl,2 and non-emptygraph G,

homebein x,&Ceir in -

In particular, hom ((x-n.6) =n.hom (C. 6)"

·Co = k1, C,=k2,
Hint: consider trace of powers of odj matrix and C-S.

Using this exercise, together w., regularisation thick and

asyrm. Sidorenko's song for even cycles, from the previous

Lem, we get the following version
-
N,E)

Lem Let K,2 and t be an n-x non-empty graph for larger

Let a be a symm binary relation defined over V s.t.

Un.veV, v has at most cd( many neighbors to sit.

new. If a < login
I then I a Cu-hom (r,..., Um in G ~Icana
sit . V itj, x; Mxj

Long (Erob's.Sim) H bip., 5A) =S, then E30 s.t.

ex(n. H) =o(n2
- +

3)



Disproved by Janzer using blow of even cycles.

157 X even s,4, 5530, ES-reg
H ( = (e[SS)

wex(n,H) =0(n2
- 3 +5).....(x)

He also conjectured that the same bound (Al should be

true for some s-reg hip. I for every odd 333.

He proved the 5-3 case:E3-reg bip. Ht o

ex(n,t) =0(nY3 + o(k),

Rak oll) is needed by considering random construction.

Long (Greesik, Janzer-Nagy) FOSCE) and H.

if ex(n,t ) =0(n2
-) = then ex(n,H(r)) =0(nz

-)

known. True for all trees
-i

OPEN for 2-bowup of even cycles

ex(n, (m(23) = 0 (n3+x) ?

·true ([2). Jancer-Methuke- Nagy
3reg bip.

The counterexample of Janzer for exin, H = r(m3h +3)

has girth 6.
Here we give another counterexample w.

girth 4.



· ConDRe C6BKz

thm U k >10, (
ex(n,CmbBn =
O(n.

Idea · Let T*(v, E), v=E(f)
-

Ac j
E.etEple, two us

T: (zp.e,...,em,einej = 0 form an edge in t if
=>CuAK, in G.,overlap e e'form a by in G

d

Conflict: eirej +0 E.eLYIe'E eT
· If there is not much conflict. -> embedding even cycle

without conflict Lene
i 2

·
lots of conflict > find an asymm cease

subgraph, and
embed CDK, there using DRC.

tm Let it be a bip. graph w./ max, deg is on one side.

Let t be a bip. graph w/ parts A and B and (6) =plA/IB1.

Letc1, 2, 3, 21H). Suppose PC, c, IB1 and PSCIAl-
B

I HeG. *ccB
7, C2

·Now we prove ex(n.(nb(2) =0 (n().
May assume G ·n - w

K-almost reg



K.C.n", DCOK, 510K, Cn" = d (c suff. large)

· We call a Cx32w thin if

both X2 and you have codeg=Td%.W

and thick otherwise.

· By supersaturation, G has I, c.d" thick it >Td"

copies of 4-cycles (a depends only on b)

Case I ↳ Ed' G's are thick
-

By overaging
3lial-· Ean edge xy sitting in
e(a) ↓Cn3/2

Wlog, I half of these 4-cycles are thick by
the pair (y,w).

· Let B: N(Y(
↑- cycle

BAzqU:EthcheXYEV and dc.BisTaiMTRSwel

the Nz edge. Lies between A and B > id23

B=N(Y)
=>e(A,B) *#thick by on xy>,dth.

As IB1=d(y) -D(G) => K.C.n

One can check that DRC Lem applies -> ConPKn
&G(A,B].



CaseI ->ad" In are thin
..

· Build an aux. graph T
· U(x) =E(G) thin
· two all if they form ariG

It suffices to embed a Con: le, ..., en) in T st. Vitj

*

or ei+ej.
Det won v(T)st.exe'ifene'+Piac

· I(T(1 = e(G)
18tem Let bs, 2 and 6

=Ngan n-x non-empty graph for larger

Let a be a symm binary relation defined over V s.t.

Un.veV, v has at most cd( many neighbors to sit.
· e(T)>, #thin by in G

unw. If aclogin
> cd"2 =>then I a Cu-hom (r,..., Um in G ~Icana

sit . V itj, x; xxj
=>d(T)>, EN ↑

IUCNS n were is 1411 <(P)

->doi odr
= e(G)

· T -> P'w./

Ample 182 on +1
E...viaan

WNU

·

wa NCU)

#92:w-u,w-Np,(3 I attaina p(

Id(a,b)
As we use only thin Cas -atthe
=>dyCa,b) <Td*3. I

--
Thus, we need to chec

When k7,10 =>taecalin logectne


